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Since the establishment of our own in-house test center, it has been shown
that the benefits for our customers, but also for us, are so great that the
decision to expand the center came naturally.
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• REINFORCED STEERING PARTS – A GOOD IDEA?

Several of the steering parts suppliers on the independent aftermarket have gradually
built up a programme of reinforced steering parts. These alternatives are developed
when it turns out that the lifetime of the original design does not meet expectations.
At first glance, this sounds like good idea, but is it that simple - and what are our
thoughts on this subject?
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Wide covering
programmes
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4
		

Who are we - and what can we do?
Triscan is a 100% Danish company who has gained a strong position in the
Scandinavian market and achieved heavily increasing sales in the rest of Europe.
This position has been reached through creation of concepts, marketing and
distribution of automotive spare parts for the professional free aftermarket.
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RAPID CHANGE
The car industry is changing rapidly – are you 		
keeping up?

NEW TEST CENTER PUT INTO USE

		
With the opening of our new test center, we have
		 almost quadrupled the size compared to earlier
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ELECTRIC GAS SPRINGS

		
Extension of programme - and own test equipment

NOW PARTS FOR TESLA MODEL S

Fast delivery of the right parts

More than 55,000 references
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Online ordering via TriWeb/TecCom

52 product groups

		
Get the full overview here

High
order fill
Reservedele

Extensive quality assurance

til 52 bilmærker

Every day goods are delivered from Triscan’s 3 distribution centers in Brabrand,
Glostrup as well as Iserlohn in Germany - to 39 markets in Europe.
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3D PRINTING OF SPARE PARTS

		

What does Triscan do?
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DSG-GEARBOX

		
Fluctuating cooling water temperature in vehicles
		 with DSG gearbox - what could be wrong?
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Brabrand, DK

26

In an earlier article, we pointed out how difficult it can be to find the root
cause of a lambda sensor error message. That article mainly addressed the
broadband type. However, troubleshooting for the causes of error codes for
conventional lambda sensors can be a long process as well - and often the
problem is not the lambda sensor.

Glostrup, DK

Iserlohn, D

TRISYS CUSTOMER CASE		
We have visited C.B. Auto, which was one of the
first car repair shops to use Gplan
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HIGH ORDER FILL
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REINFORCED STEERING PARTS

		
This is how we ensure a high order fill

		
What are our thoughts on this subject?
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COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS

		

Now part of product images
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NETWORK MEETING ON BREXIT

		

With contribution by MEP Morten Løkkegaard (V)
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Error codes are often misleading
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Technology
Technological development has been
driven, in part, by the demand to reduce
the environmental impact of motor
vehicles and, in part, by the possibility
of exploiting new technological advances
in vehicles. The demand to reduce the
environmental impact has, among other
things, led to the development of electric,
hybrid and hydrogen cars. Development
in areas such as AI (Artificial Intelligence),
IoT (the Internet of Things - the ability to
connect devices, machines, vehicles to
the Internet) and 5G (mobile broadband)
are being implemented into vehicles.
For example, the further development
of connected cars is intended to make
the car a very attractive exposition
expanse for products and services for
the user. These new opportunities are of
course used by actors in the automotive
industry, but also companies from other
industries see opportunities here to
implement their products and services.
The new technologies will also mean that
we will eventually encounter autonomousdriving cars on the road.

THE CAR INDUSTRY IS
CHANGING RAPIDLY
– ARE YOU KEEPING UP?
In the automotive industry - whether it's car manufacturers, car dealers, or wholesalers in the aftermarket - consolidating
has meant that over the last decade many have become relatively few. Most will agree that this development has taken
place very quickly, creating new opportunities on the one hand, but also many challenges for the players in the automotive
industry on the other hand. However, experts and futurists concede that the next few decades will bring far more profound
changes in the industry. The topic is quite extensive, which is why we will publish a series of articles to examine the current
factors and share our assessment of the consequences for the industry.

W

e are living in a time of
turbulent changes in terms
of factors that influence the
future development of the automotive
industry.
Environment
For decades, the environmental pollution
of vehicles with internal combustion
engines has been a hot topic. On the
political side, the requirements for
reducing CO2 pollution and emissions
of NOx particles in Europe have been
subject to the EURO standard, by now we
have reached EURO 6. The even stricter
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EURO 7 has not yet been implemented
but this is expected to happen in 2021.
The environmental focus on reducing
CO2 pollution has also led to a greater
focus on alternatives to internal
combustion engines. Politically, diesel
engines for passenger cars have been
used as whipping boys. And this even
though new technologies can reduce the
emission of NOx particles to about one
fifth of the previous amount. This makes
diesel engines a more environmentally
friendly alternative compared to gasoline
engines. The endeavor of the political

system to achieve results for the
environment, only rarely takes a cradle
to cradle approach and all factors that
harm the environment into account.
The overall environmental effects of the
production of e.g. electric cars and their
power consumption, for example, are
often forgotten.
Also, the use of environmentally
friendly and recyclable materials in the
manufacture of cars is now part of
the environmental focus. As a result,
the labeling and recycling of parts and
materials from end-of-life cars has
improved many times over.

Consumer behavior
The last important factor that has a
significant impact on the upcoming
changes is consumer behavior. Most
pronounced in the younger segment,
consumers are looking for convenience
- that is, advantageous solutions.
All studies show that the desire for
property in favor of the sharing economy
is decreasing. However, this type of
consumer behavior will be affected to
some extent by demographic conditions,
and the above trends will be most

pronounced in densely populated areas.
Loyalty towards car brands will continue
to decrease as well. In the future, the
car's ability to be much more than just
a car - that is, its ability to interact
with the outside world and be a service
provider - will be crucial to a buyer's
decision. The entire buying process will
also change significantly. Car purchases

Environment

suggest the opposite. Transportation
needs will continue to increase, the
way we meet our transportation needs
will however change. For example, car
utilization will increase as sharing economy
and autonomous driving technologies
increase. Today, the average rate of use of
a private car is 5% over its lifetime - this
will change radically. In densely populated

Technology

Consumer
behaviour

will depend on the financing options and
not vice versa. More than 80% of buyers
will inform themselves online during
the purchasing process, and 47%
will already have decided on a model
and features before they walk into the
dealership.
Future needs for transportation
The above predictions may cause many
readers to assume that the demand for
transportation will decline, but all studies

areas, autonomous-driving taxis and
carpools can solve many transportations
needs at a fraction of today’s price.
Read on in the next issue of our newsletter,
where we examine the implications for car
manufacturers, car dealers, spare part
wholesalers and garages 
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Left:
PDS tester – parking sensors
difficult to opt for the expansion of
the test center as the existing test
center's space became too tight due
to continued investment in additional
equipment.
We have described our equipment and
how it works in previous articles. Since the
last article, that detailed our ABS tests,
the following devices have been added:
• Durability testing of electrical gas
springs
• MAP tester (manifold air pressure)
Soon we will also publish articles on
how the new equipment is used and
how it works. In addition to the new
equipment, we have the following test
equipment available:
• ABS tester
• Crankshaft Position Sensor tester
• Camshaft Position Sensor tester

NEW TEST CENTER PUT INTO USE
Recently we opened our new in-house test center. Compared to the previous one, we have almost quadrupled the size.
Since the establishment of our own in-house test center, it has been shown that the benefits for our customers, but also
for us, are so great that the decision to expand the center came naturally. Read more about the new test center and
our latest equipment in this article.

• EGR valve tester
• Rubber quality tester - ozone chamber
• Corrosion protection tester
– salt spray chamber
• Tension and compression tester
– brake hoses, gas springs, tie rod
ends, ball joints etc.
• Parallelism tester - brake discs

I

n some of our previous articles,
we explained why we set up an
in-house test center almost 3
years ago. The short explanation is
that we felt that this would strengthen
our competences and that we would
be able to add value for our clients and
ourselves in the following areas:

• Thermostat tester
• PDS tester - parking sensors
• Welding Penetration Tester
Soon we will be adding new testing
equipment:
• Leak tester
– water pumps and thermostats

• QUALITY CONTROL
• PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
• PRODUCT COMPARISON
with OE and competitors
• COMPLAINT PROCESSING
This assumption has proven true so
far. Of course, all above-mentioned
areas benefit our customers, but the
most noticeable for our customers
are
probably
the
improvements
in the complaint processing. The
response time has been shortened
and the details of the accompanying
documentation have been improved
significantly. It was therefore not
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MAP tester
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EXTENSION OF
THE ELECTRIC GAS
SPRING PROGAMME AND
TEST EQUIPMENT

8710 11303

Our extensive range of gas springs is now the only one in the aftermarket equipped with electric gas springs at retrofit
prices. We currently offer 14 references, but more are on the way. At the same time, in connection with the expansion
of our test center, we have extended our possibilities to test gas springs. Here's an overview of the new gas springs and
our in-house testing capabilities.

T

he use of electric gas springs is
still the most prevalent in the luxury
segment of the fleet, though it
can be gradually adopted as an option in
several mid-range vehicles. For example,
we will soon be able to supply electric gas
springs for the Audi Q3 and the BMW X3.
So far, the programme includes electric
gas springs for:
871011301 BMW X6
871011302

BMW X6

871011303

BMW X5

871011304

BMW X5

871017301

Range Rover Evoque

871017302

Land Rover Discovery Sport

871017303

Range Rover IV

871017304

Range Rover Sport

871017305

Range Rover Sport

8710 20301

Porsche Cayenne

871020302

Porsche Panamera

871027301

Volvo XC60

871027302

Volvo XC60

871029301

VW Touareg

Although one usually uses the term gas
spring and the electrical version of the
appearance often resembles a gas spring,
the technique is quite different. The gas
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Gas spring exposed to corrosion testing

Salt spray chamber - control panel

spring cylinder is not filled with gas but an
ordinary mechanical spring and a spindle
driven by an electric motor.
In-house testing facilities
Our in-house testing facilities have been
expanded with a durability tester, which
allows us to run cyclical tests over several
days with different loads. In addition to this
option, we can test durability with our tensile
and pressure tester as well as the salt
spray chamber for corrosion 
Product coordinator Søren Nielsen at the
new test machine that tests electric gas
springs

“

„

Our in-house testing facilities have been expanded with a durability tester,

which allows us to run cyclical tests over several days with different loads
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Within the breaking system we sell
spare parts for the front and rearwheels as well as mounting kits:

THAN
E
R
O
M
RTS
100 PA
s
FOR EV
8530 81101

8110 10582

More parts are on the way and
more are in development. We
expect to be able to offer the
following product groups shortly:

8530 81201
For the transmission we store drive
shafts for models with 2- and 4-wheel
drive. Three article numbers are
already in stock and the last three will
be within the next month. At Tesla,
drive shafts can only be purchased as
a complete unit. At Triscan we will soon
be selling loose joints and boots:

NOW PARTS FOR TESLA MODEL S
In an earlier article, we have already reported that we have developed parts for the Tesla Model S. The status today is
that the 13 parts are ready for delivery in our warehouses. Get an overview of what parts are here and what parts for
Tesla our program will be expanded with shortly.

T

he number of model variants of
the Tesla model S is very large a total of 15 - and the number of
Triscan parts varies depending on the
model. In our online catalog (triweb.
triscan.dk) and TecDoc you will find the
details of the respective parts.
MODEL

MODEL

Model S

Model S 85D

Model S 60

Model S 90D

Model S 60D

Model S 100D

Model S 70

Model S P85

Model S 70D

Model S P85D

Model S 75

Model S P90D

Model S 75D

Model S P100D

Model S 85
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Brake system, steering and suspension,
transmission and body
The so far 13 parts are to be found in
the categories brake system, steering
and suspension, transmission and body.

8500 81605

8500 81606

Brake discs front



Brake discs rear



Three additional drive shafts



C.V. joints



Boots



Track control arms



Steering rack

8540 81505
8105 101640
8540 81506

8500 81603

8110 10606



8540 81502

For the steering and suspension we
have stabilizers for front axle and wheel
bearings for front and rear:

8500 81600

SEVERAL PARTS
ON THE WAY...

For the body we have the gas spring for
the bonnet:

8710 81101
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Right: STL-file - a 3D-model, where all
surfaces are defined by triangulation

cars. It is probably no surprise that 3D
prints have been used in the premier class
of motorsport - Formula 1 - for many
years. On the other hand, it is difficult
to find examples of 3D printing of parts
for popular cars, suggesting that the
technology is not yet mature enough for
wide range use in the automotive industry.
An example
We recently tested our thesis on
a plastic oil drain plug. Then we
compared
the
material
properties,
accuracy, workmanship and price with a
conventional injection molded drain plug.
In terms of material properties, are we
currently testing for durability and function
over time.

3D PRINTING OF SPARE PARTS!
WHAT DOES TRISCAN DO?
The media has continuously been reporting about 3D printing applications in various sectors for a long time. At Triscan we are following
this trend closely. However, we're not just standing on the side line looking in - we do more than that. In this article, you'll get an insight
into our thoughts and actions concerning this topic as well as the technologies behind the much-discussed 3D printing.

I

t certainly does not require the
imagination of a child to imagine
the many ways 3D printing could
change the spare parts industry as we
know it today. Imagine being able to
produce and deliver replacement parts at
the push of a button when the demand
arises, and never have to struggle with
back orders. Imagine never having to
look back on storage shelves with unsold
parts. That sounds nice - right? But is
that at all possible?
In the search of answers to these
questions, we visited Danish Technological
Institute, where the director of the
department for Industrial Materials
Technology,
Claus
Erichsen
Kudsk
enlightened us about the development
of 3D printing. The Danish Technological
Institute
have
been
following
the
development of 3D printing from its
very beginnings. Moreover, they have
been a supplier of 3D prints and offered
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consultancy to companies concerning
rapid
prototyping
(production
of
model models and prototypes related
to
product
development
projects),
rapid
manufacturing
and
additive
manufacturing (utilization of 3D printing in
manufacturing).
In addition, two of our own colleagues
have both an interest as well as
experience within the field. Product
Team Manager Asger Thybo Geertsen's
interest in 3D printing is not just
professionally based, but also privately,
where Asger himself has invested in

ill. 1: 3D-printed oil drain plug to the left

3D printers and experimented with the
technology. Marketing Manager Thomas
Fuglsang Andersen has among others,
during his seven-year career at the
Danish Technological Institute, conveyed
knowledge about 3D printing.
3D printing in the automotive industry
There are several examples of automobile
manufacturers using 3D printing to
produce parts. Audi, Rolls Royce, Porsche
and Morgan are some examples - yes,
we are in exclusively in the luxury class.
As far as we know, Porsche uses only
3D prints to make spare parts for classic

ill. 2: 3D-printed oil drain plug to the left

Table 1 below compares selected material
properties between an injection molded
oil drain plug (Nylon PA66) and a 3D
printed (Nylon PA12). As you can see, the
material properties show differences here.
So, the specific material requirements and
subsequent tests would determine if the
selected material could be approved for
our 3D printed oil drain plug.
As can be seen in illustration 1 and 2
below, 3D printing does not achieve the
same result as plastic injection molding.
With 3D printed articles, it is clearly
visible that they are composed of layers,
which is not necessarily a problem,
depending on their use.
In 3D printing, it is not always possible to
adhere to strict tolerances. Again, this is
a matter of necessity, and of course you
have the option to rework a 3D printed
part if necessary.
Whether or not 3D printing can compete
with injection-molded articles depends on
the demand. With low demand and thus
production of relatively few articles, 3D
printing has a large production advantage,
since the tooling and the time-consuming
setup and startup of the production device
are not required. For mass production, on
the other hand, the roles are reversed.
Our opinion
Based on our knowledge and insight
into 3D printing, we do not believe that
the technology is currently sufficiently
developed to be used within the spare
parts groups we offer. It must therefore
also be uncertain whether other spare
parts suppliers for the automotive aftermarket

will benefit from
this
technology.
In any case, we will
continue
to
monitor
developments closely to
continuously
evaluate
potential opportunities.
Overview of
3D printing
3D printing is by no means a
new invention. The first 3D
printers for commercial use
were already manufactured
in 1986 by 3D Systems
Corporation in the USA. Today,
3D printing involves a variety
of technologies for producing
objects from a digital 3D drawing in
stereolithography format (see illustration).
A common feature of all 3D print
technologies is that the products
produced consist of many thin layers.
However, the method, material, and
precision with which the objects are
produced varies significantly. Initially,
3D printers were mainly used to make
prototypes for product development
purposes.
However,
as
several
technologies have been added, material
selection has grown, and purchase prices

have dropped, the possibility of using 3D
printers for actual production has become
an option.
Table 2 below shows the six most
commonly used technologies - and which
material categories they can work with.
The variety of materials in the three
categories plastic, rubber and metal
varies greatly depending on the technology
selected 

TABLE 1
INJECTION MOULDING

3D PRINTING

Nylon PA66
Heat stabilized

Nylon PA12

Density

1,04-2,50 g/cm

1,01 g/cm

Best tolerance

± 0,05 mm

± 0,3% (min ± 0,3 mm)

Tensile strenght [MPa]

40-220

44-48

Young modulus [GPa]

0,4-9,2

N.D.

Elongation at break [%]

3,2-80

10,7-15

Melting point [°C]

255

187

HDT @ 0,45 MPa [°C]

100-263

175

HDT @ 1,8 MPa [°C]

54-260

106

TABLE 2
TECHNOLOGY

ABBREVIATION

MATERIAL(S)

Fused Depostion Modeling

FDM

Plastic and rubber

Selective Laser Sintering

SLS

Plastic and metal

Stereolithographi Apparatus

SLA

Plastic and rubber

Polyjet/Multi Jet Fusion

PJ/MJF

Plastic

Direct Metal Laser Sintering

DMLS

Metal

Digital Light Processing

DLP

Plastic and rubber
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FLUCTUATING COOLING WATER
TEMPERATURE IN VEHICLES
WITH DSG GEARBOX
It is not an unknown phenomenon that car owners with DSG transmissions (Direct Shift Gear) periodically experience
strongly fluctuating cooling water temperatures and lack of cabin heat. However, it is very rare that the condition/error
can be recreated in the workshop. Here is a tip, what could be wrong.

V

ehicles with this type of transmission
have a separate transmission oil
thermostat. The problem arises in
situations where, for example, you drive
downhill for a long time with the gear and
transmission engaged, but without engaging
the accelerator pedal. In such situations,

both the cooling water and transmission
oil temperatures may fall below the normal
operating temperature.
The thermostat for regulating the oil
temperature in the gearbox is controlled by
the cooling water circuit in the vehicle and

8620 48775/8620 48780
Important! Observe the installation direction (arrow) when replacing the thermostat

the heat of the DSG gearbox oil is transferred
to the cooling water via a heat exchanger. If
the thermostat does not work properly - and
remains in the open position, for example the transmission oil - but also the engine - will
reach its normal operating temperature much
more slowly 

Illustration of system design. The
thermostat (8620 48775 or 8620
48780) is located on the inlet hose for
the heat exchanger

IMPORTANT!
Modern cooling circuits are very complex systems and must therefore be repaired carefully.
Assuring good ventilation of the system is of particular importance.
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It is not an unknown phenomenon that car owners with DSG transmissions (Direct Shift Gear)

periodically experience strongly fluctuating cooling water temperatures and lack of cabin heat
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Left: Benjamin Henriksen and his two
mechanics

Implementation
C. B. Auto was one of the first Gplan
users and the system replaces a Helios
solution. Prior to implementation,
Benjamin
Henriksen
wanted
all
customer and vehicle data to be
imported into Gplan.
Gplan is a cloud/web-based system
that is accessed by means of an
Internet browser. Accordingly, there are
no exceptional hardware requirements
for
the
computers,
tablets
or
smartphones that need to obtain
access to the system - and no special
software installation is needed. After
the import of the data from Helios was
completed, each employee at C.B. Auto
was given individual logins, and AutoG's system administrator gave a brief
introduction to the use of the system.

TRISYS CUSTOMER CASE - CB AUTO
AUTO-G Denmark, part of GROUPAUTO International, has used the TriSys platform to develop their own car repair shop
management system - Gplan. Anticipation has been high, ever since the introduction - and in just 6 weeks, 25 systems are
up and running. We have visited C.B. Auto, which was one of the first car repair shops to use Gplan, to hear about their
experiences.

C

B. Auto was founded by Christen
Bonde more than 40 years ago
and has recently been acquired
by Benjamin Henriksen. The repair shop
has 3 employees, 5 lifts and is using
the most modern equipment to carry
out mechanical, autoelectronical and
body repairs.

access to online technical support),
GSM (one-way SMS messaging), Geco
(integration to e-conomics finance

system) and Gbog (integration
digitalservicebook.com).

Status after 2 months of operation
The choice of a new workshop
system is a significant. And even if
the decision is taken with great care,
system failure in software or hardware
can both be a major annoyance and
expensive affair. To avoid this, Gplan
has been developed in an international
network
of
experienced
ITand
industry professionals with practical
experience in developing car repair
shop management systems. In addition,
Gplan is hosted on Amazon servers,
where reliability and uptime are
substantial. How does C.B. Auto rate
the system’s performance so far?

Why Gplan?
Benjamin Henriksen has over time
worked with several different workshop
management systems. "For me it
is important to have a modern and
user-friendly
management
system
that covers my current needs whilst
also being capable to grow with my
business" he says, adding: "I do not
see that opportunity with many of
the systems available on the market
today. I feel that choosing Gplan as my
workshop management system - has
been the right decision".
C. B. Auto's solution
Gplan is a module-based system and
consists of 5 basic- and 7 additional
modules, of which C.B. Auto is utilizing 4.
The 5 basic modules are Gkat (AutoG's catalog and ordering system), Gkal
(calendar and planning module), Gfin
(customer management and finance),
Glag (own inventory) and Gbud (job
quoting). C. B. Autos 4 additional
modules
include
Gtek
(integrated
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to

"We had less than one hour of training
and to be honest I doubted if that was
sufficient?", Benjamin Henriksen says,
continuing: "But it was. Gplan is very
easy to use, and you cannot do anything
wrong in the system. I think most
people are a little anxious and nervous
when changing IT systems and fear the
worst, there is no need for that with
Gplan".

Benjamin Henriksen in the office where Gplan gives him a complete overview.
Gplan can be used on PCs, tablets and smartphones

scheduler gives me a quick overview of
finished jobs that I need to check before
I do the invoicing".

wishes already existed and new ideas
are never rejected without good
reason".

As mentioned earlier, Gplan can
be used on both PCs, tablets and
smartphones, this suits Benjamin
Henriksen: "On very busy days, where
I do not have the time to solve my
administrative tasks at the shop, I can
now simply do his from home, using
my iPad. This does away with all the
speculations at home because I always
have an overview over occupancy,
ordering of parts and, in particular,
invoicing of the finished jobs".

Evaluation and future
At C.B. Auto all employees are very
pleased and agree that Gplan has metand exceeded expectations. Benjamin
Henriksen relates: "With Gplan, every
one of us now has the necessary
overview of the day’s work. This has
reduced the number of questions that
I am being asked significantly. Our
workflow has been optimized, which has
improved operations greatly. Therefore,
I can sincerely recommend the system
to other car repair shop owners".

Scanning a product in the workshop
Support
“So far, we have had close to no need
for support” Benjamin Henriksen says:
"The few times that we've sent emails,
we’ve received quick answers. We've
also used Teamviewer to share our
screens, which is a highly-efficient
tool in that regard. We have also
had wishes for changes in Gplan's
functionality, and it has been nice
to experience that our ideas are
appreciated. We have repeatedly
experienced that solutions to our

C. B. Auto expects to further expand
Gplan in the future. "We want to add
both the tire hotel and connectivity
module as soon as they are fully
developed. We already store winter and
summer tires for our customers but
expect to be able to further streamline
and expand this part of our business.
I am planning on using the connectivity
module primarily for fleet management
for my business customers. I am sure
that both home care services and
craftsmen-businesses will appreciate
the overview that this system offers both in terms of booking their vehicles
for service, but also in terms of dealing
with errors codes" Benjamin Henriksen
concludes 

"We have not experienced a single
crash. In only one instance Gplan did
not perform as fast as we are used
to - perhaps due to an update" says
Benjamin Henriksen, adding: "Gplan has
worked perfectly for all of us. At the
workshop, each mechanic has his own
PC and barcode scanner, where jobs
are started and completed. Moreover,
because the job status is displayed
with color codes, the dashboard or
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Left: Purchaser Ann Falck Schnoor - in the process of moving goods to automatic disposal in Slim4

Our new 5Ghz Handscanner

THIS IS HOW WE ENSURE A
HIGH ORDER FILL
In the free aftermarket, Triscan has always been recognized for its high order fill, where we always strive to reach 97%. This
does not happen by itself, but through the continuous development of our processes and investments in state-of-the-art IT
systems. In this article, we want to give you an insight into how we ensure that you get your parts in time.

A

utomated
disposition
and
manual
adjustment
of
the
inventory
Assuring a high order fill starts in our
purchasing department, where placing
orders on brand new part numbers is
a manual process. Based on experience
and forecasts of our sales colleagues,
a purchasing volume is estimated,
whereby the associated uncertainties
are of course considered. When
reordering goods, the process looks
very differently, since our purchasing
department here uses the automatic
disposition
system
Slim4.
Slim4
automatically places orders on goods
within defined limits based on historical
data. To avoid back orders, we usually
have several authorized manufacturers
for each item number, which differ
in delivery speed. In addition, when
entering
into
new
cooperation
agreements, we adapt our purchasing
and warehouse volume based on the
sales figures of the customers.

Inventory Management System

Product Data Management

Enterprise Ressource Planning

Delivery Management System

Optimized workflow for incoming
goods and storage
With the expansion of the new
warehouse in Aarhus and the storage
capacity in Iserlohn, we had the
opportunity to redesign our workflow
for incoming goods and storage.
An exact coordination of deliveries
between purchasing and logistics was
established. Furthermore, the goods
receipt now takes place in a separate
area. In this way, the speed of entry
of goods and thus the availability
of customers has been improved
significantly.

Automated order intake
We receive and process over 2,000
orders daily. Over 90% of orders placed
through TriWeb, TecCom or our in-house
web service are automatically processed
by Axapta our ERP system and sent
directly to Apport, our warehouse
management system. Here incoming
orders are handled intelligently as to
prioritization and bulking with regard to
shipping, before being sent to picking.
More efficient order picking
Orders
sent
for
picking
are
automatically distributed to and initiated

E-commerce

TRI

W EB

Our IT-setup to ensure a high order fill
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Warehouse Management System

Effective transport of small orders with our new electric vans

WEBSERVICE

Average order fill in 2018, measured by Tagit - our business intelligence system

The shipping process is handled by
Consignor, which lists all our carriers
by the hand-held scanners of our diligent
logistics employees. The scanners have
just been updated to support our new
5GHz wireless network, which ensures
stable and fast communication. To
make the order picking of small orders
more efficient, we introduced the use
of electric vehicles, which allowed us to
further reduce the time required.
Faster shipping
The workflow as it pertains to shipping
has been optimized as well. In the
new layout of our central warehouse,
the dispatch area for both small and
large orders have been moved and
expanded. The actual shipping process
is controlled by Consignor - which
registers all carriers with whom we
have agreements. In this way, we
ensure that more than 90% of the
orders we process on a working day are
delivered by the next day at 07:00.
97% order fill
We do not always achieve our goals
- but we promise to do our best to reach
our own targets and, more importantly,
our
customers'
expectations.
By
continuously and inexorably focusing and
improving our processes and systems,
we secure our common future 
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REINFORCED STEERING PARTS
– A GOOD IDEA?
Several of the steering parts suppliers on the independent aftermarket have gradually built up a programme of reinforced
steering parts. These alternatives are developed when it turns out that the lifetime of the original design does not meet
expectations. At first glance, this sounds like good idea, but is it that simple - and what are our thoughts on this subject?

T

o properly shine light on this topic,
it is important to understand
the development process of a
steering part. Steering parts are part
of a complex system, that besides the
steering system also includes wheel
suspensions and transmission parts.
The dimensioning of the individual
steering part - both physical dimensions
and choice of material - is based on
the loads which the part is expected
to be exposed to as part of the
steering system as well as the wheel
suspension and transmission. The
part is designed as a 3D CAD model,
which is subsequently exposed to FEM
(Finite Element Method) calculations/
simulation, thereby ensuring that the
dimensioning is correct. This method
is first used for all individual parts,
but thereafter also for the connected
system as a whole. With this procedure
you get as close to the real world as
possible. And at the same time, it is

“

„

Has the very comprehensive and costly work of testing whether the change of design
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effects other components of the system been done?

OES

ensured that the probability of the
individual parts passing the subsequent
physical tests is as high as possible.
It is therefore unavoidable that
when changing one part's physical
dimensioning, the dimensioning of the
overall system is altered as well. Forces
and vibrations that over time may be
damaging to a single component are,
now that this component is reinforced,
most likely deposited elsewhere. As
parts for the steering system and wheel
suspension belong to the category of
safety components, it only makes sense
to ask yourself the following question:
Has the very comprehensive and costly
work of testing whether the change of
design effects other components of the
system been done, and is there any
documentation of this?
It would be very interesting to find out
how good the reinforced parts actually

are. Is there any difference? How much
better are they? We have not been able
to find any independent documentation
answering these questions, which, of
course, also is a very comprehensive
and almost impossible task.
A test
In an effort to find getting closer to
answering these questions, we have
- based on two references, which
on the aftermarket are offered in a
specially enhanced version from several
suppliers - made comparative tests
between OES, reinforced, standard
and Triscan parts on a large number
of parameters. We tested the following
two stabilizer rods for PSA and VAG.
Test results
We have tested the two stabilizers
on a wide range of factors. Below we
illustrate the most important factors
relating to durability.

PSA

VAG

5087.* (50, 57, 62 ,64, 77)

6Q0 411 315 * (A, C, D, F, G, J, L, M, N, P)

Standard design

Competitor

Competitor

Reinforced design

Competitor

Competitor

Triscan

8500 28624

8500 29617
...continues
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Axial clearence diff: Is the backlash we have
been able to measure after the stabilizers
have been exposed to 100,000 cyclic
tests with 200 kg. at 5Hz. As can be
seen, all stabilizers live up to what must be
characterized as an acceptable level relative
to the OES part. The reinforced part and
our latest part are completely identical.
Sealing: All parts except one of our
competitors' standard parts passed the

density test, which is divided into two.
During the first part of the test, a leak
test is performed at 1 bar on the stabilizer
rubber sleeve. Subsequently, a leak test is
performed at 3 bar on the cap, which is
either made of metal or plastic.
Surface treatment/Corrosion resistance:
As can be seen, the OES part and the
reinforced part of our competitors do
not provide as good corrosion protection

as the other two parts. The less effective
surface treatment is a Cr3 + chromating
that provides 240 hours of protection in
a salt chamber test. The more effective
surface treatment, which is obtained by
carrying out a cataphoretic (electro-coating)
lacquering process where the item is
immersed in an epoxy-based paint, provides
720 hours of protection in a salt chamber
test.

TEST OF PSA
Design

EU OES

Competitors
Reinforced
Part

Steel closing
over plastic
cap

Steel closing
over plastic
cap

Competitors
Standard
Part

Steel closing
over steel
cap

TRISCAN

Steel closing
over plastic
cap

Axial clearance diff (mm)

0,07

0,04

Sealing

OK

OK

Surface treatment/Corrosion resistance

Cr + 3 (240 hour)

Cr + 3 (240 hour)

We have made up our mind
At Triscan we have made a choice.
We do not want to offer a separate
programme of reinforced parts - for
several reasons.
1. Steering and wheel suspension parts
belong to the safety parts category.
2. We believe it is difficult - not to say
impossible - for others than the car
manufacturers to calculate and test
the consequences of changing physical
dimensions.
3. We have several examples of
how we, in cooperation with our
manufacturers,
successfully
have
improved a part, without changing the
physical dimensions of said part.
4. We have several examples of
we, with a standard product
without extra cost, can achieve
same durability as a reinforced
more expensive product.

how
and
the
and

5. It is much easier for all parties to
relate to one rather than two different
alternatives 
0,06

FAILED

0,04

OK

Axial clearance diff (mm)

Sealing

Cataphoresis (720 hour)

Cataphoresis (720 hour)

WHAT IS RIGHT?
- AND WHAT'S WRONG?
We have made
- and hope that,
article, it is now
to make

our decision
based on this
easier for you
yours

TEST OF VAG
Design
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Surface treatment/Corrosion resistance

EU OES

Injected
plastic

0,08

OK

Cr + 3 (240 hour)

Competitors
Reinforced
Part

Steel closing
over plastic
cap

0,03

OK

Cr + 3 (240 hour)

Competitors
Standard
Part

Steel closing
over plastic
cap

0,06

FAILED

Cataphoresis (720 hour)

TRISCAN

Steel closing
over plastic
cap

0,02

OK

Cataphoresis (720 hour)

We have tested the stabilizers 8500 29617 for VAG (VW eco-up, above) and 8500
28624 for PSA (Peugeot 308 and RCZ, below)
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NETWORK MEETING ON BREXIT
WITH CONTRIBUTION BY MEP MORTEN LØKKEGAARD (V)

Friday, March 8, 2019, representatives of leading automotive spare parts wholesalers and professionals from the Danish
independent aftermarket attended a network meeting and debate at Triscan headquarters. MEP Morten Løkkegaard from
the liberal party “Venstre” held an inspiring presentation on BREXIT as an introduction to a subsequent debate.

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS:
NOW PART OF PRODUCT IMAGES
At Triscan we strive to make life easier for our customers. That is why we generally supply complete products with all parts
necessary for professional assembly. However, there are references whose additional items are so expensive that this is
practically not sensible. In such cases, we make it clear in the product text that the given reference requires additional items.
Now we start an additional initiative to avoid misunderstandings even more effectively.

W

hen the additional items for
the professional assembly of
a product are expensive, the
total price, obviously, would increase
significantly. Thereby making price
comparisons unreasonable , which
would ultimately lead to the product
being overlooked and details of the
product to not even be considered.
Without the necessary additional
articles as well as the knowledge of
their absence, mechanics run the risk
to order articles that are competitively
priced but don't include the necessary
additional products. Thereby mechanics
are forced to make additional orders,
adding costs and delaying the repairprocess.
In many cases, the additional items
are parts that require replacement for
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safety reasons. In the future, product
photos of Triscan parts requiring
additional items will be provided with a
yellow warning triangle.

We hope to solve the challenge
described above in a way that benefits
all parties 

R

epresentatives of Autig (association
of
trade
and
manufacturing
companies in the automotive industry
in Denmark), Auto-G (part of GROUPAUTO
INTERNATIONAL), CAC (TEMOT member),
FTZ (former HELLA and now MEKONOMEN
GROUP owned) and Tenneco were given a
unique insight with Morten Løkkegaard's
speech on the process leading up to the
Great Britain’s vote on BREXIT and the
negotiations so far. But Morten Løkkegaard
also offered an interpretation on the
consequences that the exit of Great Britain
from the EU will have in the short- as well
as the long term for both GB and the other
EU members.
There was a lively debate both during
and after the presentation, whereafter
participants received a tour through
Triscan. As part of this tour, IT and
Logistics Director Morten Hallum guided
the guests through the new warehouses,
whereafter product manager Asger Thybo
Geertsen presented the new test center 

Product manager Asger Thybo Geertsen presented the new test center and its capabilities

ABOUT MORTEN LØKKEGAARD (top picture on the right)
Morten Løkkegaard is currently a member of the European Parliament for the second time, most recently since 2016. In the European Parliament,
Morten Løkkegaard serves as the Vice-Chairman of the European Parliamentary Liberal Group, ALDE, as a member of Parliament's Committee on
Internal Market and Consumer Protection and furthermore as a member of Parliament's Committee on Culture and Education. Morten Løkkegaard
graduated from the Danish School of Journalism in 1988. He worked for Jyllands-Posten – a major Danish newspaper. Later he became well known
across the country during his employment at Danmark’s Radio – Danish public service radio and TV broadcast station. Here he began as a political
reporter and later became TV news anchor, hereafter he functioned as an editor and presenter several popular political TV-programs.
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LAMBDA SENSOR ERROR
CODES ARE OFTEN MISLEADING
In an earlier article, we pointed out how difficult it can be to find the root cause of a lambda sensor error message. That
article mainly addressed the broadband type. However, troubleshooting for the causes of error codes for conventional lambda
sensors can be a long process as well - and often the problem is not the lambda sensor.

A

lthough the lambda sensor is
a wear part - and the mileage
determines its lifespan, one
should be able to expect it to last
at least the warranty period (three
years in Triscan’s case). However, the
Lambda sensor is part of a complex
system whose functionality is affected
by many factors that can lead to errors.
Noteworthy in this context, are the
very popular universal lambda sensors,

“

„

All Triscan lambda sensors undergo a 100% functionality test

in which the original plug is reused.
Here, the cable must be soldered,
insulated and finally encapsulated,
so that the entire compound can
withstand heat, cold, moisture, salt
and dirt. This method is slow, carries
a high risk of connecting the sensor
incorrectly and is very vulnerable at the
soldered connection. For this reason,
Triscan’s program includes only "plug
& play" lambda sensors, which exclude
this source of error and ensures

trouble-free and long-lasting repairs.
Unsurprisingly, the fist suspicion for
the cause of a lambda sensor error
code is a defective lambda sensor.
Experience shows, however, that the
error is very often found elsewhere.
Below, we offer advice and guidance
on how to effectively troubleshoot the
problem.
If the replacement of the lambda
sensor does not eliminate the problem
If installing a new sensor does not
solve the problem immediately - and
the error codes are still logged - you
should firstly ensure that the correct
lambda sensor has been installed. It
is not uncommon to have to choose
between several variants for a
particular car model. Despite having
the same connector, thread, and cable
length, they are often different.

All lambda sensor function tests are
performed on our own lambda sensor
tester
...continues
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Since Triscan lambda sensors are 100%
functionality-tested during production,
given you have selected the correct
lambda sensor, you can assume the sensor is not the problem. Instead, troubleshooting should focus on:
1 Sooty spark plugs. Note: Sooted/
damaged spark plugs can damage
the ignition coil
2 Blown fuse of lambda sensor heating
element (relevant only for broad
band-types)

3 Fuel trim that has not been reset
after replacing the sensor
(for relevant vehicles)
4 Pollution by oil, silicone, leaded fuel,
additives, etc. can damage the new
sensor (the photos in the next section
point out what to look for)
5 Leaks in general. For example, in the
following parts: intake manifold, vacuum
hose, turbo hose, EGR valve and so
on

6 The injection system - including
pump, fuel filter, pressure regulator
or injectors. Check the fuel pressure,
the fuel filter, the pressure regulator
for leaks and injectors for contamination
7 Other defective sensors - as a trigger
of the error codes. For example, air
flow meter, cooling water temperature
sensor, EGR valve, crankshaft or
camshaft position sensors

IN OLDER LAMBDA SENSORS THE CAUSE CAN ALSO BE FOUND HERE
Before replacing an older lambda sensor, it is advisable to take a closer look at the sensor, to find any signs of error causes other
than normal wear and tear. If this is the case, there are usually clear indications to be found on the lambda sensor itself, the wire
or the connector.
POLLUTION FROM OIL
Oil that finds its way through the wiring harness (capillary effect) and damages the
lambda sensor. Note the pins of the connector. Even the slightest trace of oil, is a
sign of pollution

THE RESULT OF A STONE CHIP
Damage to the outside of the lambda sensor
that causes damage to the internal ceramic
elements, causing the chip to be damaged
(e.g. by stone chips - replace the lambda sensor)

A lambda sensor error
code will naturally cause
most people to believe
that the lambda sensor is faulty,
but all experience shows that
the error, in fact, very often
is to be found elsewhere

THE RESULT OF HEAT INFLUENCE
The strain relief/protective boot of the cable
is damaged (e.g. by heat - in these cases the
lambda sensor must be replaced)

THE RESULT OF A CABLE BREAK/THE RESULT OF TWISTING THE CABLE
Cable break - caused by pulling or twisting the cable. Do not connect the Lambda
sensor until it is mounted, do not pull on the cable during installation, and do not
fasten the cable too tightly

POLLUTION FROM FUEL ADDITIVE
POLLUTION FROM SILICONE

The use of fuel with additives or the adding of additives to fuel

Silicone from penetrating silicone-containing engine oil, grease that is applied to
the thread of the lambda sensor during assembly or the use of silicone-containing
sealants can damage the lambda sensor. (NOTE: Triscan lambda sensors are prelubricated and therefore do not require extra grease)
POLLUTION FROM LEAD
POLLUTION FROM COOLANT

Usage of leaded fuel

Coolant that enters the combustion chamber due to a leaking cylinder head gasket
or cracks in the cylinder head

USE OF THE WRONG LAMBDA SENSOR
CRACKED LAMBDA ELEMENT (protective cap removed for examination)
Water in the exhaust system causes a thermal shock that breaks the lambda
element. The water may come from condensation - or water from the cooling
system, which eventually enters the exhaust system due to a leaking cylinder head
gasket

POLLUTION FROM A RICH FUEL MIXTURE
POLLUTION FROM ENGINE OIL (results from excessive oil usage)
Soot formation due to incomplete combustion or penetration of engine oil destroys
the lambda sensor. For example, due to incorrectly adjusted fuel trim, defective
spark plugs, defective injectors, leaking valve guides/valves, worn piston rings or
cylinders
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Be sure to use the right one if there are more than one option
A SIMPLE ERROR MESSAGE WITH A VARIETY OF POSSIBLE ERROR SOURCES
As this article illustrates, discussing the actual error source for a lambda sensors error message can be quite difficult and
time consuming. Without the necessary insight, test equipment and patience, the first impulse - replacing the lambda sensor
- does not necessarily solve the problem. We hope this article will help mechanics in these situations - and contribute to
greater customer satisfaction.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE LAMBDA SENSOR?
The lambda sensor measures the amount of O2 (oxygen) in the exhaust system. The measurement is used by the ECU engine control
unit to control the air-fuel ratio. For the first vehicles with lambda sensors, O2 measurement/control was based solely on measurements
from a single lambda sensor located in front of the exhaust system catalytic converter. In newer car models, another lambda sensor is
installed after the catalytic converter, whose task is to check if the O2 regulation is performed correctly.
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TRISCAN ENSURES FAST DELIVERY OF THE RIGHT PARTS

TRISCAN’S WIDE PRODUCT PROGRAMME

When buying spare parts from Triscan, you do not only receive a product of high and uniform quality, but also a
complete item with all the necessary parts in user-friendly packaging with mounting tips, reference numbers, list of
application etc.

All Triscan’s products are manufactured in OE quality. Our product programme covers more than 97% of the
European car parc. If you choose a product group from Triscan, you can do with just one supplier.
TRANSMISSION

ENGINE

Products of
OE quality

Complete delivery
with all the
necessary parts

Delivery of spare
parts for even the
latest car models
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Air flow meters
Camshaft position sensors
Crankshaft position sensors
Diesel
Common rail injectors
Common rail pumps
Pump and nozzle units
Engine gaskets
Cylinder head gaskets
Gasket kits
Gasket kits w/o cyl. head gasket
Oil-pan gaskets
Valve cover gaskets
Engine parts
Camshaft kits
Lifters
Top bolts
Exhaust
Clamps
Flexible connectors
Fuel hoses
Ignition coils
Ignition wire sets
Micro-V belts, kits
Alternator pulleys
Belt tensioner units
Idlers
Micro-V belts
Pulleys
Stretch fit V-belts
V-belts
Vibration dampers
Oil plugs & gaskets
Oxygen sensors
Timing belt kits
Belt tensioners
Idlers
Micro-V belts
Oil seals
Timing belts
Vibration dampers
Timing belts, Water pump kits
Timing chain kits
Throttle bodies
Vacuum hoses
Waterpumps + Timing belt kits

Accelerator cables
Anti-friction spray
Bolt kits, flywheels
Bonnet cables
Boot kits
Choke cables
Clutches/clutch kits
Clutch cylinders
Clutch grease
Clutch hoses
Clutch release bearings
Guide bearings
Guide bushings, clutch bearings
Hydraulic release bearings
Oil seals
Clutch cables
Clutches, varíous
C.V. joints
Drive shafts
Grease
Oetiker clamps
Propeller shaft support
Shift cable
Speedometer cables
Trailer cables
Tripod joints
Tools
U-joint
Universal clamps

BODY
Gas springs
Refills for BOSCH flatblade
Steering dampers
Universal gas springs
Universal wiper refills
Washer pumps
Wiper refills

C

H

COOLING SYSTEM

ALU-flex duct hoses
Flushing tools - cooling system
Heater hoses
Radiator caps
Radiator hoses
Thermostats
Thermo switches
Waterpumps
Water temperature sensors

STEERING & SUSPENSION
Boots
Bushings
Coil springs
Grease
Leaf springs
Power steering pumps
Rack and pinions
Shock absorbers
Mounting kits			
Protection kits
Spheres - suspension
Stabilizer rods
Standard bearings
Steering columns
Steering parts
Strut bearing kits
Strut bearings
U-bolts
Wheel bearing kits
Wheel hubs

BRAKE SYSTEM
Accessory kits
ABS-rings
ABS sensors
Bleed screws
Brake cables
Brake calipers
Guide tube kits, brake calipers
Pistons
Rep. kits
Brake discs
Brake drums
Brake hoses
Banjo bolts
Clips for brake hoses
Brake pads
Brake pipes
Idlers
Brake shoes
Pressure regulators
Wear indicators
Wheel cylinders

MISCELLANEOUS
Ear clamps
Flashers
Hose clamps
Standard bearings
Trailer cables
Universal gas springs
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Triscan a/s
Engmarken 11, DK-8220 Brabrand
Tlf.: +45 87 43 33 33
E-mail: auto@triscan.dk
www.triscan.com

